Realize the Full Potential of SAP with BI Office
With new functionality from Pyramid Analytics, organizations can now leverage
the full value of their SAP data using best-in-class enterprise business intelligence
from Pyramid Analytics—without sacrificing security or control.
SAP is one of the premier providers of enterprise

With BI Office, now they can. BI Office allows

software to manage business operations. Thousands of
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organzations rely on their technologies to support their

make complex data simple, and improve
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manageability—all within a complete self-service
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end-users to meaningfully integrate it with other data
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sources without IT assistance.

organization's specific needs.

Make your SAP more powerful by connecting it to BI Office
using an SAP®-Certified Connector and integrating it with other
data in a governed, self-service environment.

“

This addition ... will allow us to offer an
alternative approach to access our core ERP data,
helping us gain exceptional insight and
understanding across our business.
Joanna McGurk, Voith

”

New functionality in BI Office allows organizations to bring their SAP
data together in a secure, on-premise or cloud business intelligence
environment. Users can optimize complicated SAP data sets and integrate
them with data from other sources, giving users the right tools and better data
to make data-driven decisions.
Gain unparalleled visibility into
your business BI Office reveals hidden

Integrate all of your SAP data
with other sources BI Office provides

insights and presents SAP data so all types

a single analytics environment where users

of users can see it, understand it, and make

can integrate content from disparate sources

better business decisions.

(including SAP), apply universal interactions,

Connect to any SAP data source

and change context on the fly.

With an intuitive interface, business users can
make their own data models using Theobald,
an industry-leading SAP®-certified connector,
to merge SAP data with non-SAP data and
control when the data refreshes.

Curate data models in a governed
and secured framework BI Office
provides an intuitive, on-premise administrative
framework for IT to make sanctioned content
available using an SAP®-certified connector for
the right users to see and explore.

Business users can build their own data models
from SAP sources and schedule when the data refreshes.

Share content and context across
your SAP data BI Office provides a

able to increase the value of their current
SAP investments and make their data more
powerful than ever before.

platform for users to share and re-use content
and business logic. It also provides content

Create an integrated end-to-end
analytics workflow BI Office delivers

recommendations and conversation threading
to expose important insights and interactions.

end-to-end analytics that widens end-user

Increase the return on your SAP
investments When paired with a modern

adoption without sacrificing IT governance or
administrative control.

platform tool like BI Office, organizations are

How the SAP Integration Works

BI Office: End users can build their
own models using any SAP data
source, integrate it with data from
other sources, administer security, and
schedule when the data refreshes.
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Theobald : Using Theobald
Software’s industry-leading Xtract
Universal software, administrators can
extract and configure data packages
for use in BI Office.
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SAP: SAP is a premier provider of
enterprise software, and thousands
of organzations rely on their
technologies to support their
everyday data needs.

